Abstract: Cutaneous metastases are uncommon in daily practice, although very important, since they may be the first manifestation of an undiscovered primary neoplasm or the first indication of recurrence. Cutaneous metastases from the breast are the most frequent in women and cutaneous metastases from the lung are the most frequent in men. Thyroid carcinoma, despite representing the most frequent endocrine neoplasm, is considered a rare neoplasm, corresponding to 1% of malignant neoplasms diagnosed. Cutaneous metastases from follicular carcinoma are rare and occur mainly in the head and neck area. We report a case of cutaneous metastasis in a patient with follicular thyroid carcinoma and breast carcinoma. Because of the association of these two neoplasms, the possibility of Cowden Syndrome -multiple hamartoma syndrome -was raised, but was excluded by genetic analysis of PTEN gene. The patient had a previous history of thyroid nodule in the left lobe, six years before, diagnosed as follicular adenoma after subtotal thyroidectomy, invasive ductal carcinoma in the left breast diagnosed four years ago and lung hamartoma in the lower left lobe.
FIgure 1: A 0.5cm papule on the left anterior neck, above a crosssectional thyroidectomy scar.
FIgure 2:
Well demarcated lesion with a trabecular and glandular arrangement. Hematoxylin and eosin A -superficial portion, x40.
B -deep portion, x100
FIgure 3: The cells showed enlarged, hyperchromatic nuclei and frequent mitotic figures, some of them atypical. Hematoxylin and eosin, x400 1 Therefore, she was referred to the genetic service for testing of PTEN mutation, which result was negative for allelic variants, deletion or duplication of exons.
DISCUSSION
In this case, the diagnosis of cutaneous metastasis from thyroid follicular carcinoma was essential once her previous follicular thyroid lesion was reclassified (it was a carcinoma, not an adenoma).
There is a similar case reported where a 53-year-old woman underwent subtotal thyroidectomy because of the clinical suspicion of malignancy, but the histological examination of the resected tissue did not confirm it. Eight years later, she developed cutaneous metastasis next to the operation site on the neck. 2 These cases highlight the difficulty in differentiating follicular carcinoma from adenoma.
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Lira MLA, Almeida MA, Reis-Feroldi M, Rocha JA Cutaneous metastases (CM) are infrequent in dermatology. 3, 4 They may be the first manifestation of a primary tumor or may indicate a recurrence. 5 CM from thyroid carcinoma are rare, and those from follicular carcinoma can exhibit a wide of histologic variety. 2, 6, 7 Thyroid carcinoma survivors are prone to developing breast carcinoma more often than the general population. In these cases, it occurs at younger age, has more estrogen/progesterone receptor positivity, has higher incidence of mixed invasive cancer and appears, on average, five years after diagnosis of the thyroid tumor. 8 The association between thyroid and breast lesions raised the suspicion of CS. Despite the absence of pathognomonic lesions (trichilemmomas, acral keratoses and oral papillomatous lesions), she fulfilled criteria for operational diagnosis -the presence of follicular thyroid carcinoma and breast carcinoma, constituting two major criteria. Recently, a mutation risk calculator, the Cleveland Clinic score, has been developed to estimate the risk of having a PTEN mutation based on the medical history. 9 Based on current answers, her score was 6, corresponding to a mutation probability of less than 1%.
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It was extremely important to exclude CS, since this disease can present with malignant disorders in internal organs, mainly in thyroid, breast and gastrointestinal tract. Also, this diagnosis has implications for her future generations -it is a disease of autosomal dominant inheritance.
In summary, the finding of a small papule on the patient's neck and its proper diagnosis led to a substantial shift in the previous diagnosis of her thyroid lesion, from benign to malignant, with metastasis. Together with the knowledge of her previous history, a genetic syndrome was suspected and excluded by molecular tests.
This case highlights the role of clinical-pathological correlation in achieving the correct diagnosis and the importance of the dermatologist in suspecting malignant diseases from the finding of specific lesions. q
